Analogy is a logical methodology, which can maximize the efficiency of human reasoning. Notwithstanding, few papers analyzed its logical characteristic. In this paper it is claimed that analogy is a typical form of logics, and the term and concept "analogics" is suggested. The reasoning principle, structure and process of this logicis are shown with some examples. It is certain that the analogics has great cognitive efficiency but it must obey rules to acquire the logical validity.
Here induction means, in its nature, a judgment from the particular to the general. Deduction is from the general to the particular. But analogics, which is analogy as a logic, is a movement from one particular to the other particular (see Table 1 ).
So analogics is quite a peculiar type of logic, and it has its own inference rule, which belongs not to any of former logics. Basically it is impossible. A particularity has no right to define other particulars. Therefore analogics 2 should have universal principle in its background, which functions as the device to translate one particular to the other.
The Reasoning of Analogics

Logical Process
If analogics presupposes the universal truth as the criteria, then we can draw the reasoning as below. Let's think of a logic vector. Let an expression.
X→A denote inductive process, which has the movement from the particular to the general. And A→Y is the deductive process, which has the movement from the general to the particular. And finally, this process is concluded as X →Y , which seems to show the movement from the particular to the particular.
This process is drawn in Figure 1 . Some authors use the terms "source or base" and "target" domain, but the latter looks like a strong teleological concept. "Known" and "unknown" seem to be simple and give us little misunderstanding. 2 The Greek word "logos" is divided into two suffixes: "-logy" and "-logic" or "-logism". The former is usually used in academic disciplines, and the latters seem to remind of logics. Here I suggest new terminology "analogics" to emphasize the logical aspects of analogy, which has the composite logical characters in the background, as well as to evade the confusion when using "analogic", the adjective form of analogy.
Logic lines 1 and 2 is not the sufficient condition for the logic line 3, but they show there are composite logics behind the seemingly simple analogical line 3. This is the basic structure of analogics. Here the mapping is not done directly between X and Y , but X is reflected via A on Y.
Suppose X is the known object, and Y is the unknown object.
Analogy matches the unknown elements in Y inferentially to the elements in X 's structure. Then analogy means to correspond the elements of X to Y , and form the structure in Y, based on X as the known system model.
The objects consist of special elements and common elements; common general truth and unique characters peculiar to each object. These characters of the common and the unique form the reality of each object.
Two entities X, Y are defined as below, with their elements a , b, c :
Here a is the common part, b , c are particular parts which are unique to X and Y . The elements a , b are known, c is unknown.
Analogical reasoning need not be precise in every detail.
So the similarity of X ,Y is written as fuzzy identity, as below X ≅ Y This is described with each parts of X and Y as
Here X ,Y are not the identical, but approximately same.
All these processes are concluded as below,
The uniqueness of X and Y is discarded, and common characteristics are corresponded, so the logical generality becomes possible. Therefore, the unknown c is approximately confirmed by the known b.
Mapping in the Holistic Structure
Analogy is a cognitive activity based upon the correspondence of elements in two objects, and so the mapping is essential. And structure mapping theory can be said to have been the starting point to theorize the analogy (refer [3] as a basic literature).
Is it able to explain the reality of Y, using the principles derived from the X 's reality?
Analogical comparison is based upon the similarity of the structure. The structure is the composition and the organization of elements, and it is the holistic relation of the elements within an object. This may be called the holistic individuality. The entity is disassembled into parts, and the parts are compared and correspond to the parts of other object, and the unknown parts are fixed.
An analogy is possible, because every element is related to others as a part of the whole structure. The fact that the possibility of analogy lies in that each entity is a whole in its structure, can be called the condition of holistic entity, in analogics.
Structure is the relation between the whole and the part, and the characteristic is the relation between the parts. If it were not for the wholeness, there should be no meaning or the relation of the elements in the two.
Analogical Examples
Analogics is used in many parts of academic and pragmatic fields. Problem solving, learning, argumentation, understanding metaphor, scientific theory formation, explanation and case-based reasoning [7, p.65], etc. Several examples are suggested below to explain the logical characteristics of the analogics.
All these examples are classified into ontological type (as problem-solving) or epistemological type (comparison and understanding as in parables), and also they are intertwined (the political adaptation of fables).
Analogy of Physics
The physical structure and law which is described below as the relation between elements and their causalities, shows clearly the analogical correspondence, in which similar structures share similar functions.
These structures belong to different physical worlds, but their characteristics as flow share the principles in common. One is the Poiseuille's Law of water flow, and the other is Ohm's Law of electric current.
Flow and current are in essence the same, and the related concepts are structurally similar and correspond to each element of the laws:
a. Poiseuille's Law:
In water flow system (a), F is flow rate, ΔP is pressure difference, and R is resistance.
In electric circuit (b), I is current, ΔV is potential difference, and R is resistance [4, p.10].
These two laws structure mapping theory, which shows the exact correspondence of the elements:
One to one correspondence of elements and overall similarity between the two structures links the analogical functionality in each system.
The experience "the structure of an example determines the function of the example" is encoded in a connection [structure, function]. Often this connection is not given explicitly for all examples. But, from the connection [structure, function] one can infer analogically that if two examples, base and target, are similar with respect to their structure then they may correspond with respect to their function too [5, p.10]. ..
Likewise, atom structure in physics and solar system structure in astronomy are similar to each other and have similar functions.
Parables and Fables
A parable is "an earthly story with a heavenly meaning" [1, p.12 ].
Parable explains the metaphysical religious truth, using the daily episodes. It has analogical reasoning between the truth and the story.
A parable is a similitude or full-length story, true to nature and to life, a picture of something which can be observed in the world of our experience, which was told by our Lord to illustrate a divine truth [2, p. 5].
The Christian parables like the good Samaritan, the lost sheep and the prodigal son have the structure, philosophy, value, elements, lesson.
Even between religions this similarity of structures is revealed.
"The poor woman's lamp" in Buddhism which is the counterpart of Christian "the widow's mite" is a quasiparable about a poor woman who dedicated most of her money to worship Buddha.
Mathematically the moral of it is interpreted like below; for example, when the poor woman served 1 lamp spending 1 rupee out of 2 rupees which was all what she had, then she spent 50 % of all her property. On the other hand, a king or a rich man served 1000 lamps spending 1000 rupees out of 1,000,000 rupees, then it is 0.1 % of the property.The fact is that 50 % spending is more than 0.1 %, and the poor woman sacrifices 500 times as much as the king or the rich man.
It goes without saying that a parable with the story is easier and softer to understand than mathematics.
Fables have the same effects as religious parables. The goose with the golden egg, the sun and the north wind, the hare and the tortoise and the ant and the grasshopper are famous titles of Aesop's fables.
They are generally animal stories with human wisdoms, which are experienced mainly in nature world.
Problem Solving
Heuristic adaptation of analogy is a creative activity in problem solving.
Let's think of a mountain the height of which is AB (Figure 2 ). Suppose BE, CD, DE are known, but AB is unknown. The structures of f ΔABE and ΔCDE define each elements proportionately. By the similarity of the two triangles, one can easily solve the problem of measuring the height of the mountain.
There is a unique case, in which a fable is linked to political problem solving.
The Korean peninsula has been divided between South and North, in Cold War era, and the two sides have confronted more than half a century with each other. 
Legal Analogy
It is impossible to stipulate all the judiciary cases in society. So that, in law, a known rule is often used to interpret unknown, similar cases.
Since the number of legal rules is restricted and their content is often incomplete, it is necessary at times for a lawyer to opt for an analogical application of a legal rule to a given case in order to decide the case properly.
Legal analogy is conceived as a process of generation of hypothetical rule which supplies the lack of law for a certain particular case [8, p.110 ].
Here we can understand that analogy is not only efficient, but also essential to the judiciary judgment, because it is practically the only way to respond to the innumerable particular cases in daily lives.
The process of analogical thought in law appears to work in four simple steps: (1) Some fact pattern A has a certain characteristic X, or characteristics X,Y and Z; (2) Fact pattern B differs from A in some respects but shares characteristics X, or characteristics X, Y, and Z; (3) The law treats A in a certain way; (4) Because B shares certain characteristics with A, the law should treat B the same way [6, p.745 ].
The reasoning similar to the typical analogical process is found here.
The Effect and Defect of Analogics
Analogics produces logical efficiency, which is to easily fix an uncertain object, according to a certain, perceivable, cognitive structure of the known object.
The positivity of analogy lies in the functional significance of economies of research, for example. The process, conclusion, concepts and principles are derived from other disciplines, and therefore an academic result of a discipline can be reproduced with minimum cost, One good analogy is worth three hours' discussion (Dudley Field Malone) 3 Analogical reasoning may be a second-best alternative to the search for reflective equilibrium in light of the multiple constraints imposed on any legal system in the real world.
First, reasoning by analogy may be the best approach available for people of limited time and capacities. Second, reasoning by analogy may have the significant advantage of allowing people unable to reach anything like an accord on general principles to agree on particular outcomes.
Third, analogical reasoning may be especially desirable in contexts in which we seek moral evolution over time.
Fourth, analogical reasoning in law operates with precedents that have the status of fixed points [6, p.782] .
But the problem is that the easy adaptation of this methodology may produce error. Economies of analogy are likely to fall into the fallacy of methodological convenience, and are misused as a tool of expediency. Common parts may be analogic through the correspondence of concepts and elements, while the particular parts are not necessarily correspondent, so that misinterpretation may occur.
And the similarity may be varied according to the subjectivity of the observer, that is, it includes certain points of view, so that there exists no absolute objective similarity between things.
So there have been objections against analogy, as below: Analogics is a logic with the possibility of practical conclusion, which stands as long as the empirical validity of fuzzy judgment, which is not the precise reasoning, is not denied.
Analogics expands the range of reasoning largely by the fuzzy equalization. This direct correspondence saves the transformation cost, and brings out the conclusion with ease.
Behind the criticism on the analogic method hides the fallacy of generalization. Analogics is a logical method which interprets a particular Y based on the other particular X . Superficial similarity incurs the statement Y because of X . Here the possibility of the fallacy of generalization occurs, which begets the risk of mapping of from a particular to a particular. It is a serious defect for the logic, because a particular X may be misunderstood as a general criterium, although a particular itself cannot be an absolute criterium. Criteria exist beyond particulars X , Y , which guarantees the right judgment.
What counts is not so much the similarity of attributes as the commonality of the structure. This point of view can overcome the fallacy.
The logic of analogy becomes a 'logic' of the justification of analogy and the use of an analogy is reduced to the use of an analogy in the justification of a new hypothesis or solution [7, p. 67] . And here analogics is suggested as the negation of the logic of analogy.
Conclusion
About 2,500 years ago, there lived a beauty named Xi Shi( ) in China, who looked pretty even when she frowned. An ugly girl, seeing that Xi Shi frowned and looked pretty, made up her mind to imitate Xi Shi, hoping that she looked pretty too. But on seeing the ugly girl frown, all villagers ran away from her. This story is called "the mimicry of frowning ( )". There exists no general logic of aesthetics which links Xi Shi and the ugly girl, so that the causality of frowning and cuteness of Xi Shi is not probable in the case of the ugly girl. Between these two girls parallels the peculiarities which cannot be generalized.
